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Introduction
Who are we? 

What are our experiences and stories about the border?
How has and does the border impact us and shape who we are today?

 
As women, we often know exactly who we are to others (mother, daughter, wife, partner,
carer, profession, etc.) however it can take a deeper investigation to discover who we are
in our own right…without the labels. Reflection can be triggered by situations along with
a curiosity, and safe spaces to step aside from the societal norms of gender and
nationality that attempt to instruct and structure us and by the ability to ask questions.

The Coinini Group was started as a small local group meeting in Manorhamilton in 2019
which met initially to undertake a personal and social investigation into who we are and
how we as individual women feel we fit within society in particular in relation to the
Irish Constitution and it’s representation of women. When the invitation came to extend
our enquiry to consider our experiences of the border and the meaning of the border to
us as individuals, and as another defining aspect to our history not unrelated to the
creation of the Irish Republic - we ‘jumped’ at the chance.

Supported by Across the Lines IFI programme at The Glens Centre and the North
Leitrim Women’s Centre, we explored the meaning of the border to us as women but of
course, when we started to talk about this work, we didn’t fully realise what impact
CV19 would have on our lives, bringing with it new social boundaries and borders.
Unable to meet in person, we undertook our enquiry as a group via weekly zoom
sessions, which were led by two founding group members Sonia Norris and Treasa
Nealon of The Rabbits Riot Theatre Company. 

One of the side effects of CV19 in this part of the world, is that it has brought our
geographical border to the fore again. Some of us in the group ‘felt’ the border more
powerfully as it became ‘more of a real entity through covid’ especially as for some of us
it meant pausing our day to day crossings of the border which has impacted on our daily
family and working life. For some of us, this new and present reality of the border
brought to the fore older memories of a border past. It made us also think about and ask
the question – what of the border - future?

As a group of women  we are from all over the country, in fact all across the world and
yet connected to one another now by living in the border county of Leitrim (and one of
us lives in Fermanagh) with connections to Manorhamilton. Through this group process
we shared previously unshared feelings and together dug deeper into the effect the
border has on ‘who we once were’ and ‘who we have become’ and we also cast our mind
inward to our personal hopes for the future.



We used creative methods of exploration and this pamphlet is the emerging  body of
work cultivated through group and individual exploration in response to our self-
initiated questions and enquiry about the Irish border. Through the process we found
answers and as often is the case, we landed on new questions.  It is a fair conclusion to
make that as we started out in our conversations there was a lack of acknowledgement
around the impact of the Northern Irish border, however through this process as our
awareness grew so too did a recognition of the influence a geographical and politicised
border has had on us as individual women, shaping outlooks and informing how we
show up in the world today.

The Rabbit's Riot Theatre Company

Photos from past pre covid workshops taken by Treasa Nealon



What comes to mind when you 
hear the word border?
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THE PAST
How the Border has shaped us



GOD SAVE IRELAND  
We travelled up and down across the border all my childhood, as my
Grandma and auntie Dodos took care of us when my parents had to work
and when my Dad got sick. We would have been up and down many times
in the year from Dublin to Lisburn, a long ould trip to be sure but I’m so
glad that it was them who took care of us, as they were great fun.

Grandma lived at 25D Ballyknockan Park in Knockmore estate and she
shared the flat with Dodos, who took care of her, ourselves and everything
else. Knockmore was a loyalist estate with a couple of Catholic families
living on it. The Denny’s were one of those families and Mrs Denny was
Grandma’s best friend. She had nine boys, all boxers. Grandma was wildly
religious and would get on her knees to pray out loud every day, praying to
the lord God for her family, friends, deliverance from evil and the strength
to carry on each day, halleluia, amen. She went to the Elim Pentecostal
Gospel church, where people proclaimed their faith at the top of their lungs,
witnessing for the Lord. As a child, I was brought along to this church and I
saw people speaking in tongues, falling backwards into loving arms, while
the pastor would thump the bible, purple in the face, denouncing papists
from a height. 



None of this made a blind bit of difference to my Grandma’s friendship
with Mrs Denny however. She sang Mahalia Jackson gospel songs and
made chips and tea for her old pal, and whoever was passing.

So there was no question we could bring a southern reg car into that estate.
We would park the car in Dundalk or another place and get the train or
were met by a relation with a northern car and drive through the border
checkpoint at Newry. In my memory it was always dark and raining. There
would be a queue of cars and soldiers in the hedge with machine guns,
young fellas most of them, rain dripping off their helmets. We went slow
over the huge ramps overlooked by the massive watchtowers bristling with
barbed wire topped parapets around the surveillance windows, picked out
by searchlights. It was intimidating for sure, but we were more interested in
the bars and crisps we were getting as a treat from whatever uncle or
auntie was picking us up. Chewing on a big mars bar, I would watch each
car being checked, number plates , licences, always looking for something,
always an atmosphere of tension. Sometimes people were brought in.
I'd be there whispering “Brits out” under my breath as at that stage I
wanted to die for Ireland’s freedom and I had instructed my mother to bury
me with my teddies if I was taken out. Once we were past there was a sigh
of relief. There was often stuff being smuggled up or down, nothing major,
just small things in the boot, I think maybe a washing machine one time on
the way back to Dublin but we never got caught. If Grandma was in the car
she would start up singing when we got through:

“God save Ireland say the heroes
God save Ireland say we all

Whether on the scaffold high
Or on battlefield we die

Sure what matter when’s for Ireland dear we fall”

We would head for Knockmore and into the warmth of Grandmas flat. This
warmth was metaphorical as the 2 bar heater wasn’t up to much, but it was
so welcoming in that flat, it was home. Mrs Denny would pop her head in –
“Ach look the wee ones are here, how are yez girls?” – and come in for a
chat. We’d get a mug of milk or tea and hot buttered potato farl and we
would sit on the settee till all hours talking.     

Deirdre Armstrong



  WATCHTOWERS AT DIFFERENT POINTS ALONG
THE BORDER 

Most of these watchtowers have been dismantled now, but at
Newry Watchtower Adventures they have been repurposed. Its a
one stop shop for multiple high adrenaline sports! Choose from

Clay Pigeon Shooting, Bubble Soccer and Paint-balling.
Fun for all the family!

 
Deirdre Armstrong



FROM CLIFFONY TO DUBLIN IN THREE DAYS  
In 1994 Ger, my partner and myself moved to Cliffony village in Sligo for a
few months. The house we rented was on the main road and it was old and
dilapidated. The front door was opposite the back door and was joined by a
narrow hallway through the house. When the wind was blowing from the
mountains there would be a wee river of water flowing through the hall
from the front door and when it was blowing from the sea the water would
be going the other way. It was freezing but to make up for it we had the
warmest neighbours, the Ropers. There was never a day when they didn’t
pop in to us or us to them. It was most welcome company as we had come
there to take some time out. We had been in a house fire and had barely
escaped with our lives. I had buried my best friend after it and we were in a
sorry state. 
But we landed in a good place, sometimes the angels are looking out for
you, and good company is all you need. Every night we would play darts, or
try play the battered drum kit, drink, tell stories, play a few tunes or just sit
around and chat and we had many a party. We are still friends now, after
all these years.

When the time came to leave and go back to Dublin, we had a farewell
party. We were up all night and there were sore heads in the morning. The
clearing up was a momentous task but clear up we did and Ger went off
with his Dad in the car with all the boxes and I resurrected the motorbike,
my old Honda 70, in order to drive it back home to Dublin. With the
courage of the few beers, bestowed on me by the night before, I was
completely undaunted by this prospect. The bike however, like myself, was
also under the weather, as Shane Roper had been driving the shite out of it
the day before.

I headed off after tearfully saying goodbye to our wonderful friends. The
bike sputtered along at 30 miles an hour. I was cursing Shane from a
height as the visor had mysteriously become detached from the helmet.
The rain drenched on as I made my way through the bedraggled roads and
ditches of North Leitrim and Fermanagh.

I got to the border crossing. There were only a few cars in the queue and
we inched slowly up the road. The soldiers took one look at me and started
laughing and they directed me to go into the big checkpoint hangar. I was
raging- fucks sake, wasn’t I bad enough, what the hell could they want?! I
stuttered into the place, them roaring laughing at me. I had flies in my eyes,
no proper motorbike gear, and for sure I could see the funny side of it. They
searched the bike and my wee bag and told me to get a decent helmet.
They couldn’t believe I was heading to Dublin from Cliffony. They sent me
on my way. I could still her them laughing as I pulled out very slow and
snail-like and made my way towards Beltubert.



NEVER DRINK TOO MUCH TEA WHILE TRAVELING ON BUS
EIREANN 
An old fiddle playing friend of mine, Phillip “Froggy” Thomas was travelling
up on the bus from Dublin to Donegal Town. The bus was stopped at the
border checkpoint in Fermanagh. The soldiers came onto the bus looking
for ID and generally checking who was on the bus and where they were
going, as was the usual routine. Froggy was bursting for a piss as he’d had
a big cup of tea in Cavan bus station and a nice bun. He asked for
permission, and it was granted, to jump off the bus and quickly relieve
himself. Off he went like a shot and in no time was pissing happily into the
ditch. A soldier jumped up out of the ditch calling Froggy seven shades of
shite, he hadn’t seen him and was pissing on his helmet! Poor Froggy was
mortified and face as red as a beetroot, got back on the bus.

What a tribute to the camouflage skills of the British Army!

Deirdre Armstrong

I never made it to Belturbet. The bike petered to a halt shortly afterwards and
gave up the ghost on the side of the road. After a long trudge I found a phone box,
rang an old friend and was gratefully rescued, brought back to the house and
handed a bottle of poitin, which cheered me enormously.

Another long night ensued, but that’s another story.  
 
 

Deirdre Armstrong



Anna Mulvihill



So, I am a Dub 
I have never known too much of border lives. 

 
I have known the South. 

The cemented roads of the new estates 
Tricycles and bicycles and dolls prams 

Trimmed lawns with newly planted rose bushes 
The promise of a clean new life that the 1960s 

Held forth. 
 

I have known the North. 
My mothers distant family. 

Running down the aisles of a grocery store 
The grubbiness of little hands rolling copper coins 

Between the digits of an old ding ding cash register 
Pride rising cautiously as my grandad introduced me 

As his newest and best worker. 
 

But the inbetween place, 
The crossing of that line from south to north is 

imprinted in my memory as a kind of a dark dream, 
an insubstantial and frightening limboland. 

It was a place that I never really knew. 
 

We traversed the border by car. 
 

In the early days via the official checkpoint at Aughnacloy. 
The wide dreary street of it. 

The flags flaunting opposing sides. 
My fear of snipers in the hills. 

 
But mostly I recall my father’s edginess, 

The emptying of the car, 
Heads low, he would say. 

 
Always it was evening, 

with the orange glow of spotlights 
on the barracks lighting up camouflage and netting that 

seemed more appropriate to a jungle setting. 
 

Always It was raining, 
With the foreignness of the 

English soldiers voices, intimate, intimidating 
‘Where are you heading for, mate?’ 

 
My fathers forced cheeriness, 

Our awareness of his jackeen brogue 
As outside

Through the steamed up windows 
A fearful otherness lurked, 

Who was out there in those shadowy hills? 
Listening carefully for the tack tack tack of machine guns, 

Heads down, I whispered to my sister, 
Heads down. 

 
Later on, we tunneled northwards secretly, 

We rode the unapproved path. 
Backroading it felt safer. 

My father still remained on standby but was more his usual self, 
It was ok to sing Sweet Caroline again, 

Somehow the border had dissolved 
Heads up, he grinned,all steam ahead. Written by Andrea Carr



it was There by Treasa Nealon 
 

The border was always there. 
 

It was there when I wasn’t aware of it, babbling in a playpen, RTÉ Radio One playing in the
background, blissfully ignorant to the soft undertones of trouble.

 
It was there in the tension of adults shoulders, in the gentle closing of the door when children’s
play overpowered conversations, in the unshed tears when news broke, the stoic faces numbed

by the violence
. 

It was there at a school trip to Belfast, in my last year of primary school and meeting children
just like me, and being told implicitly and explicitly that we were just like each other. It was

beside our teachers, looking on vexed as food fight in an enclosed courtyard breaks the
awkward silence between prepubescents who are just like each other and not. It was there with

the addresses and promises of friendship lost forever due to an unruly backpack zipper,
careening possibilities into the fresh open air.

 
It announced itself as a text, on drives to Enniskillen, and said goodbye with a sharp ding as we

left. It was predictable. 
It was there, on impromptu trips to ASDA at 10pm on a weekday night to buy baby clothes and

cheap alcohol and birthday cards. 
 

It was there beside me in History class. It was there beside me as I grew older and more aware
and less self-involved. 

It was there after 2016, discussions and arguments seeping about it through every crevice of my
life, like it was screaming for attention. Like it was sick of being ignored and was bearing the

consequences for all to see. 
 

It was there.
It is there.

It is here.        
 
 
 
 
 

As a Woman on the Border by Leesa Flynn 
 

As a woman on the border, who is now in my 20s, I do not have much first-hand experience of
the Troubles, as I was still a baby in the 1990s. However, as my father was a member of An

Garda Síochána, I do know that when the Omagh bombing occurred on August 15th 1998, he
had to go and close the border, causing him to miss much of my 1st Birthday party. This is an
event which of course, I do not remember actually happening but a story that we as a family

still talk about today.



The Past - Doodles by Vickie Sharkey



     The Brighton Bombing,
Was on the news all over,
The Grand was damaged.

 
The Brighton Bombing,

Made me feel unsafe back then,
Why did they do it?

 
The Brighton Bombing,

Had us scared for our lives then,
How did it happen?

 
The Brighton Bombing,

Borders didn’t feature then,
Eire was scary.

 
The Brighton Bombing,

Was used to disgrace Eire, 
What was that about?

 
  The Brighton Bombing,

Is in the past, thankfully!
Where it will stay now?

 
The Brighton Bombing.
Is not present or future,
Progress is known now!

 

 
        

The Brighton Bombing   
Reflections and memories as a child (c. 1984)

Inspired by thoughts and discussions of leaving Brighton, England and
moving to Leitrim, Ireland, and living so close to the border in 2021.

 
by Vickie Sharkey



PRESENT
ASDA, COVID & Brexit



Open your ears
Speak to resolve
You have a voice

You have the right to be heard
We have more in common than not

Respect difference

Written by Grainne Colreavy



Anna Mulvihill
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Outside by Treasa Nealon

I went past my 5K yesterday, 
(an essential journey, I swear!).

I was going to Sligo,
but it may as well have been Ibiza.

 
On the drive home,

I took in the shape of the valley below,
the lake shimmering,

the sun hot on my face
and remembered what

hope felt like.

Alphabet by Treasa Nealon
If I had to make an alphabet of the last year.

I think the letters would be tired.
The dots would be furious,

the crosses running on empty,
the ink running off the page.

 
 

The Deli by Treasa Nealon
One day I had a conversation with 

the woman behind the Deli
about the weather.
A mundane topic

that I used to take for granted
and now brings me on the

brink of tears.
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As a Woman on the Border: (Present) by Leesa Flynn
 

As a woman on the border, it is definitely a very anxious timedue to the
pandemic. I feel like there is more of a border around us all than usual as we
cannot go further than 5km from our homes and we cannot mix with other

households. It goes against human nature. It can be isolating and an anxious time
for all. In a way, the border has gone from dividing North and South of Ireland, to

dividing each household. 
 

As I was still a baby in the 1990s, I did not really witness the Troubles first hand,
so I cannot imagine what people felt like during those times, and the fear and

isolation that they must have felt. I feel a lot safer where I live now than I
imagine others did during the times of the Troubles.           

The Present- Doodles by Vickie Sharkey



Anna Mulvihill



Candle From Knock

   Nneka gave me this candle last week. I called to see her in her new home. She
had finally moved in after four and a half years in Direct Provision in Sligo. She
and her two sons were delighted with themselves and welcomed me outside the
house. I sat on the doorstep and she on her stairs with masks and blankets and

chatted with the front door open. On my way home I got a message. Our old
neighbour Pat had just passed away an hour or so before. It was such a shock, he
was frail and needed treatment, but there was no way I expected him to die, his
spirit was so strong, always chatty, always giving out about something, always a

stroke of divilment in his eye.
 

But there went a brave man. He was admitted to hospital a year ago to get
treatment, but didn’t receive it because coronavirus came along. Older people
were moved from the hospital because of covid, and Pat was put in a home

against his wishes. He pleaded with the doctor to be brought home as his family
could have taken care of him with some help. They wouldn’t let him and told him
his cottage was unfit for human habitation. He finally went on hunger strike to
get out of there. He was on hunger strike for six days before they let him home.

Pat said he may as well die in there because life was not worth living in that
place. His ordeal took its toll however. The food was mince and mush everyday,

he said, and the old people were not treated with dignity. He said no one
believed him, but I did believe him because Pat had always known exactly what
was happening and he knew a wrong thing when he saw it. I never saw Pat cry
until he was relating that experience in the home. It was worse than prison he

said.
 

I didn’t expect to see him laid out as it’s corona times and only family allowed in;
no wake, no friends to comfort the family, no usual way to say goodbye and

honour an old friend, a life.
 

I brought flowers from our family to the gate and to my surprise, Pat’s nephew
told me to go on in. Pat had never looked so good, he was wearing a tweed suit,

snow white brushed hair and a Bridget’s cross laid on the white silk of the coffin.
He wore an almost imperceptible smile.

 
I was asked to play a tune for him at his gate as they carried him from his home
for the last time. My kids and I played tunes for him at the top of our lane as he
passed by in the hearse, stopping for a minute to hear the music before driving
slowly on, his family following in a small train of cars. “Frosty Morning” was the
name of the tune we played as he passed. I have kept the candle from Knock lit

for him ever since.
 

Pat’s name has been changed to preserve his anonymity. 
 

Deirdre Armstrong



   
Lockdown was a godsend. I got sick with corona in March and it lasted two months. I

was completely exhausted and fatigued, in fact I’ve never been so debilitated. I felt
scared at times when my breathing was wheezy and my chest tight, wondering if I

would be one of the ones to make the journey to the hospital.
It was the first time I got minded since I was about fifteen. My kids came back from

work and college and the two people who live with my daughter and I were with us too.
I was brought meals and for the first time I didn’t have to do all the shopping and

driving and the millions of tiny tasks that make up a mothers day. The kids were old
enough to take all this on and mind me, and my youngest daughter, who is 12 now, was

helped with her homework by the others. I only had to do homework when I had the
energy.

 
A part of me that had never relaxed, and given in, let go a tiny little bit. Trauma slipped a

bit further into the past. I had been so upset and distressed for years. Lockdown was a
godsend, being sick was a godsend, I finally didn’t have to fight anymore. I got a break

from fighting for every inch of my life. I thanked God every day for the chance to just be
there with people, my kids, and not lonely and struggling. I would sometimes get

overwhelmed with fear that it would all just disappear and I would be alone again, not
able to cope, but I know that even if I am on my own again, that I am stronger now

because of Lockdown and my lucky experience of it. It gave me the time I needed as I
slowly got my strength back.

 
We were all there together for nine months and more and we sat in the sun and played
cards and made stuff. I wrote clues for an Easter egg hunt, which I didn’t think I could
do and it was so funny to watch my kids, all grown up, hunt up and down the fields,

roaring laughing looking for clues, hoping to find the nest of chocolate treasure hidden
in a ditch somewhere. By the time they found it, the neighbour’s dog had eaten the lot.

No one minded, it had just been so much fun.
 

From across the globe, news came of wildlife sauntering down the deserted streets of
cities and roaming in children’ s play-parks. Jellyfish were now swimming in the clear

water of the canals in Venice and packs of wolves were thriving in woods around
Chernobyl. The natural world was blossoming, breathing, recovering, while the humans
struggled with isolation and illness. Across a backdrop of immense suffering, miracles

were happening.
 

That was Spring, all was different then. Winter has since come to our border town and
with it a third lockdown. I walk the deserted main street and wonder if it will ever

recover. Yes has to be the answer.
     

 
 

Deirdre Armstrong

Lockdown 2020 



Photos from Lockdown 2020 by Deirdre Armstrong



I still need help, I still need to go through this difficult healing process and my
process is freaking me out. That’s when I feel most afraid; I cant see my purpose,

my future, what step to take, how to be in the present, how to be, how to trust
myself, how to orienteer myself, how to paddle my little boat and find my north

star in the cloudy night.
 

This is isolation, disconnection, unable to proceed or relax, feel safe in oneself. I
know its trauma, I know its because of my experiences, but I still live this fearful
state day after day, fighting all the time to stay afloat and not sink to the bottom

of the ocean.
 

Sometimes I want to go there: right to the bottom and burrow into the seabed
and never come up again. Forget the struggle in my own being, forget the fight
that exhausts me, forget the fear that engulfs me. But is it a luxury to have a

nervous breakdown when kids have to be fed and young hearts and spirits need
minding.

 
Then I cling with my fingernails to a cliff edge and act my way through. But all
the while I can see a valley of desolation and hopelessness. It lies in wait for me,

for when I may just lose my grip.
 

I have found that isolation is a killer. That after a while it’s not possible to reach
out, I feel people don’t want to be brought down. My energy, essential to

communication has disappeared. But writing this helps, to express something
about it helps. To light a candle helps. To breathe

 
 

Deirdre Armstrong

Isolation 





Writngs about the present by Sonia Norris



"We are defined
not by our

borders, but by
our bonds.."

Barack
Obama

Quote chosen by Vickie Sharkey



The Future



Anna Mulvihill



As a Woman on the Border: (Future) by Leesa Flynn 
 

 As a woman on the border, in the future I would like to be a teacher who inspires the next
generation to be themselves and to go on to do great things. I would like to live in a society
where everyone is equal and that we live in a world built for every one of every ability, not

just the most able. I would like to live in a world where everyone has adequate and full
access to mental health facilities and that we can eliminate the stigma that currently

surrounds mental health in Ireland and the wider world. I would like to live in a world where
online bullying is criminalised and the victims of such are given 

the justice and respect that they deserve.
 
 
 
 

Someday by Treasa Nealon
 

Someday I will wake up,
and after my morning coffee

when I turn the WIFI back on,
the Breaking News alert will be about something 

miraculous,
healing,
joyous,

beautiful.
 

2030 by Treasa Nealon
 

I'll bump into an old friend in SuperValu,
on the 23rd of December 2029

and when we hug, 
the times we could not

are now further then they ever have been before.
And when we say goodbye,

with promises of a proper catch up 
in the local on St. Stephens Day,
I will briefly stop and reminisce

about that 'meaningful' Christmas,
with the empty pubs, lonely homes

and quiet streets
and put a second bottle of Bailey's in my basket.

 





The Future - Doodles by Vickie Sharkey



Anna Mulvihill



"Fight for the
things that you
care about. But
do it in a way
that will lead
others to join

you."
Ruth Bader
Ginsburg

Quote chosen by Vickie Sharkey



Rinso Days & Rainbow Nights, published in 2001 by Drumlin
Publications, documents women's lives in Glenfarne, Co. Leitrim

from 1920 to 1960.
 

Inspired by the chapter titles of the book, such as The Home,
Health and Hygiene and Marriage and Childbirth, we wondered

what the titles of our personal chapters would be as women in the
21st century. 



ANDREA'S ASHES BY ANDREA CARR

Chapter One:   Duburbia: from polka dot ribbons to Hill 16

Chapter Two:  What the nuns taught me: schoolgirl giggles

Chapter Three: University, pubs and clubs, sex and love

.Chapter Four: Emigration: the boat to a new exciting life but always missing
home.

Chapter Five: Community: finding my niche, acid house , squatting and hedonism
 
Chapter Six: The come down: India and resurfacing with a new outlook

Chapter Seven: KIDS

Chapter Eight: Andalucia: walk in the light:epicentre of happiness.

Chapter Nine: Single parenting: big big responsibilities

Chapter Ten: Full circle to Ireland

10 CHAPTERS OF MY LIFE BY GRÁINNE COLREAVY GILGUNN

Chapter One: My fathers daughter

Chapter Two:  My husband's wife

Chapter Three: My children’s cheerleader

.Chapter Four: Dinosaur in the digital age

Chapter Five: Spread too thin

Chapter Six: The extroverted introvert

Chapter Seven: The introverted extrovert

Chapter Eight:  Finding  my Voice

Chapter Nine: Set  the restart button

Chapter Ten:  Hope: Bright Futures



TEN BY TREASA NEALON

Chapter One: Above the hairdressers, Across from the Castle

Chapter Two:  Alive Alive OH - The indoctrination

Chapter Three: Exploring, Imagining, Dreaming Creating

.Chapter Four: A Pink Flip-phone

Chapter Five:  Home & Away and ,Microwave Soup

Chapter Six:  A Captain Morgan with Club Orange

Chapter Seven: Stop the World and let me off

Chapter Eight:  Marriage & Babies - But NOT for me!

Chapter Nine: Exploring, Imagining, Dreaming Creating Part Two

Chapter Ten:  Stalemate

SONIA NORRIS

Chapter One: Africa: Living Without Shoes

Chapter Two:  Becoming Irish

Chapter Three: Conditioning Doesn't Suit Me

.Chapter Four: Drop Out to Come Back

Chapter Five:  Escaping the Darkness

Chapter Six:  Faith, Fashion and Fudge-Up's

Chapter Seven: Growing Up and Out!

Chapter Eight:  Happy Unicorns and Rabbits
   
Chapter Nine: Ireland Finally Feels Like Home

Chapter Ten:  Jetting to the Moon! 



ANNA MULVIHILL

Chapter One: Brandy Birth Day 

Chapter Two:  Colouring Books and Cordials

Chapter Three: Doting on the Dotage

.Chapter Four: Convents and the Unconventionals

Chapter Five:  Babies Having Babies

Chapter Six:  Motherhood Part I

Chapter Seven: Mothers Losing Mothers

Chapter Eight:  Educating Rita

Chapter Nine: Motherhood Part II

Chapter Ten:  Rinso Nights but Rainbow Days



This is a story about Siobhan the smuggler and no one really knows where she lived
but she lived around the border and she first appeared in the 18th century but she
doesn’t age so she is often seen around the border time and time again. She is well

known for smuggling melted butter all along the border for the families in need.
 

And then one day she stopped smuggling butter and started smuggling pigs because
she lived beside a pig farm and the pigs were so used to being smuggled in boats
that she used to keep them in the boats all the time but when it rained the boats
sank so she would put the pigs in life jackets. So she got her name Pig in Blanket.
She used to swim across the lake with her pigs in life jackets because she had no

boats left because her boats all sank! 
 

As well as being enthusiastic about the pigs in blanket she also had lots of friends on
both sides of the border because she didn’t believe in this big divide that everyone
used to talk about and during the times of the troubles she was very fond of a big

day out trip to Asda where she would bring all these foods down to the southern side
of the border to her friends because they didn’t believe, as I said, in this divide, and

neither of them were politically minded so everyone was just really friendly and
really good and everyone was just having a really nice time.

 
And she loved Asda and she wondered why Asda wasn’t around when she was alive,

she particularly enjoyed the alcohol section because it was so cheap so she would
patrol the border and get into the cars of people so she could go with them to Asda
because she would assume they were going to Asda, which they usually were, and as
a thank you she would try get them organised with cheap petrol, one time she got in

the car with Jamie Dornan and it was great! 
 

So, she’s a time traveller, ghost, time traveller character and she was able to slip in
and out of different times and different times had different things going on! And she
really fancied going back to the seventies, she really fancied a bag of chips made by
the auld ones in the auld way. She went back and she went up to an old estate and

next things loadsa people invite her in for chips!
 

They’re making chips and next thing a bread van comes along and all the auld ones
were all out in their slippers to the bread van and they got a lovely loaf of bread. And

meanwhile she was there worrying about the chips going on fire but they timed it
just perfectly and had a big lovely loaf of fresh bread from the bread man and they

put the chips with the butter and all which was of course smuggled by her in another
time which she brought across time to the seventies from the 18th Century and later
on in the late 20th century and buttered the bread with the butter and put the lovely

fresh chips on it made by the auld ones and they all sat down on the settee had a
lovely sandwich, chip butty, and I could go on but then she headed off on her

motorbike.

The Story of Siobhan, 
the pig smuggler who is a Time Travelling Ghost

An example of Improvised Story Telling from a workshop where participants 
 took turns to construct a story in real-time  



 
So Siobhan heads off on her motorbike and gets to the bridge in Belcoo and realises
that there will be a wall built on the bridge made out of wine bottles, there’s been an
excess of wine bottles. She seems to have gone through a time portal but she can’t
quite tell what period she’s in, so she decides that in order to figure out what era

she’s in she’s going to go back into Enniskillen to see if there is an Asda around! So,
she goes off and she finds a wee Asda there and she realises that Enniskillen has

become the best place for thrift stores! So, she goes shopping and she finds herself a
nice fancy woollen coat, a really warm jacket in one of the thrift stores and she

decides ‘do you know what, I’m going to go buy myself a wee bit of Alcohol in Asda
because it’s so cheap there and I’m gonna take myself off to Alaska in my nice cosy,

warm winter coat that I picked up in this thrift store. So she gets on her wee bike
and she goes down and she realises the wall made out of wine bottles has been

dismantled and they’re all just on the side of the road so she goes on down to the
airport and she gets herself off to Alaska but then she realises that Alaska is a lot

colder than Ireland and the coats that are in Ireland just aren’t quite gonna cut it so
she gets back on the plane and she comes back and she realises that all the wine

bottle have been put back up again and she drives straight into them and they fall
all over the place and they’re all over the road and it’s a big bloody mess and now

she has to go back to the thrift store and she has to buy a new coat and it is all a bit
messy! 

 
She is back in the thrift store and she runs into John Snow who is packing ice cream

and it’s melting down his trousers and she says ‘do you want me to buy you some
new trousers’ and he says ‘no I don’t need any trousers’ so they both walk out of the

shop with no trousers on.
 

And then she just thought, do you know what I am just gonna get absolutely ratted
and she did… she got slightly distracted and she ran across the bridge in Belcoo, ran
into Nevin Maguires because she was a massive fan and she caused a holy show by

slipping over and falling into someone’s table of food and she made a massive
embarrassment of herself and Nevin was absolutely ragin, she was also a bit peed off

because John Snow caused way more trouble that she did but didn’t get nearly as
much coverage and then there was all the legal stuff but then she realised she is a

ghost time traveller and realised she could actually time travel herself out of it which
she did and then…

 
Luckily she time travelled into an era where there was a motorbike again, got on a
motorbike outside Nevin Maguires and said ‘I’m outta here’ and pissed it up past

Florence court and across the border into Cavan and then back out again because
she lost her way and ended up on the road to Belfast and she sees this fella and

thinks ‘oh god, look at him’ and she says ‘aw god, it’s pissing rain, I better stop for
him’ so she did and who is it only Jamie Dornan with his car broken down! 

 
‘Ach do you mind if …could you give me a lift?’

 
‘Of course I can, hop on the back’ and so she gave Jamie Dornan a lift all the way

back to Belfast…
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